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The aim of this paper is to provide criteria for optical artifacts recognition in reflection-mode
apertureless scanning near-field optical microscopy, implementing demodulation techniques at
higher harmonics. We show that optical images acquired at different harmonics, although totally
uncorrelated from the topography, can be entirely due to far-field artifacts. Such observations are
interpreted by developing the dipole-dipole model for the detection scheme at higher harmonics.
The model, confirmed by the experiment, predicts a lack of correlation between the topography and
optical images even for structures a few tens of nanometers high, due to the rectification effect
introduced by the lock-in amplifier used for signal demodulation. Analytical formulas deduced for
the far-field background permit to simulate and identify all the different fictitious patterns to be
expected from metallic nanowires or nanoparticles of a given shape. In particular, the background
dependence on the tip-oscillation amplitude is put forward as the cause of the error-signal artifacts,
suggesting, at the same time, specific fine-tuning configurations for background-free imaging.
Finally a careful analysis of the phase signal is carried out. In particular, our model correctly
interprets the steplike dependence observed experimentally of the background phase signal versus
the tip-sample distance, and suggests to look for smooth variations of the phase signal for
unambiguous near-field imaging assessment. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2696066兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Apertureless scanning near-field optical microscopy 共aSNOM兲 is an extremely powerful technique capable of
10 nm spatial resolution,1,2 providing powerful means to
probe the local fields around single nanoobjects such as metallic particles or nanowires.3,4 Apertureless SNOM has
therefore attracted much interest, in view of the recent applications of such materials in high sensitivity spectroscopy,5–7
and as hybrid plasmonic light guides at visible frequencies.8
In a-SNOM a sharp metallic tip is scanned on top of the
sample surface and the optical interaction on the local scale
is monitored. The high performances of a-SNOM are, however, subject to the capability of suppressing the huge farfield background due to spurious reflections from the tip
shaft and other sources that would overwhelm the tiny nearfield scattering, and lead to fictitious optical images called
artifacts. Such images do not provide any information on the
optical properties of the sample, being a mere optical readout
a兲
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of the topography. That is why they are also called z-motion
artifacts. This phenomenon still represents a severe limitation
to the applications of aperture SNOM to refractive-index
imaging.9–11 In apertureless SNOM, conversely, homodyne
or heterodyne interferometric techniques can be used to augment the near-field signal. At the same time, the background
can be reduced by vibrating the tip vertically at frequency 
and detecting the nonlinear part of the tip-sample interaction
by means of lock-in demodulation at higher harmonics.12–14
Such technique is, however, not intrinsically backgroundfree, since the movement of the tip introduces a far-field
background component at every harmonic n, whose intensity changes with the tip-sample distance.15,16 In particular,
first harmonic demodulation is usually not capable of strong
background suppression, especially in the visible
range.12,17,18 Unambiguous artifact-free imaging is therefore
achieved only in those experimental configurations in which
it is possible to reject the far-field background below the
detector’s noise threshold. Such condition is usually well satisfied when operating in the midinfrared.19,20 In the visible
range, where the physical properties of metallic nanoparticles
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup: sketches 共a兲 of the optical excitation and 共b兲 of
the light detection.

are of remarkable interest, the background signal can still be
very intense, and its nonlinear dependence on the tip-sample
distance can yield fictitious images difficult to identify as
artifacts a priori even after homodyne amplification21 and
demodulation at higher harmonics. In this paper we analyze
the effects of a not perfect background rejection, in order to
provide a coherent framework that helps to interpret the experimental results reported in the literature concerning the
background at higher harmonics in reflection-mode apertureless SNOM. Developing the dipole image-dipole model22,23
for the higher harmonics detection, we simulate the typical
fictitious patterns to be expected in the optical maps in presence of artifacts, comparing the results with experimental
observations, and providing general criteria for artifacts identification for both the amplitude and the phase signals.

II. EXPERIMENT

Far-field artifacts have been experimentally evidenced
by means of the setup sketched in Fig. 1. A HeNe laser beam
共 = 632.8 nm, P = 450 W兲 is focused on the tip through a
long working distance objective 共WD= 10 mm兲, on a spot
⬃5 m wide. The incidence angle is 45°; the light is p polarized 关Fig. 1共a兲兴. Commercial atomic force microscopy
共AFM兲 gold-coated tips 共NT-MDT, CSG01/Au兲 are used
having lengths 共htip兲 in the micron range, ending with a radius of curvature of approximately 35 nm. The tip is glued
on one prong of a tuning fork 共TF兲, which oscillates vertically at resonance 共f ⬃ 32.7 kHz兲, with a dithering amplitude
a0 = 35 nm 共i.e., 70 nmpp兲. Light collection is accomplished
by means of a multimode optical fiber 共core diameter
800 m兲 placed at a few millimeters from the tip. The fiber
axis lies in a plane orthogonal with respect to the one defined
by the TF prongs 关Fig. 1共b兲兴, and is inclined of ⬃45° with
respect to the vertical. Light is detected by means of a photomultiplier tube 共PMT兲 whose output is fed into a lock-in
amplifier for demodulation at the different harmonics. The
TF-tip assembly operates in a tapping-mode AFM framework. A personal computer 共PC兲 drives the sample’s scan,
the tip-sample distance control, and the signals acquisition.
No additional interferometric stages are present for the amplification of the near-field scattering.
The investigated sample is an Al-coated diffraction grating 共NT-MDT, model TDG01兲 with a pattern height ⌬z
⬃ 55 nm and a period of 278 nm.

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Experimental results with line profiles 共insets兲 of the
measurements carried out on an Al-coated grating. 共a兲 Topography, 共b兲 dc
optical signal, 共c兲 first harmonic optical signal, 共d兲 second harmonic optical
signal, 共e兲 third harmonic signal, and 共f兲 fourth harmonic signal.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the topography 关Fig. 2共a兲兴 and the optical
maps 关Figs. 2共b兲–2共f兲兴 acquired on a 1.05⫻ 1.05 m2 portion of the metallic grating. Figure 2共b兲 is the dc map, Figs.
2共c兲–2共f兲 are the signals demodulated at the first, second,
third, and fourth harmonic, respectively. The insets represent
the line profiles drawn along the white arrows. The topography shows the grating’s periodic modulations 共280 nm pitch,
55 nm height兲. A slight inclination of the grating’s average
plane 共⬃4.5° 兲 with respect to the horizontal scan plane is
observed. We immediately note the strong similarity between
the topography and the dc map, indicating the possible occurrence of a topography artifact. The slight lateral shift between the maxima in the topography and the dc line profiles
共indicated by the red arrows兲 does not support the absence of
artifacts according to the criteria valid for aperture
SNOM,9,24 since it is immediately lost when we remove the
topography inclination by an average plane subtraction. The
situation is completely different when looking at the optical
maps demodulated at higher harmonics. Striking differences
are visible between the maps acquired at the first and the
second harmonic 关Figs. 2共c兲 and 2共d兲, respectively兴. The
maps show the same periodicity of the grating, and the sec-
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FIG. 3. Sketch of the dipole-dipole theoretical model. The tip is approximated with a strongly scattering base ending with a conical part whose
scattering is negligible.

ond harmonic map corresponds roughly to the negative of
the first harmonic one, although slightly shifted 共see the line
profiles兲. In particular, the patterns look quite uncorrelated
with respect to the topography. The local maxima in the topography line profile 共red arrow兲 do not correspond to any
specific feature in the higher harmonics images. The optical
maps therefore satisfy the well established criteria in aperture
SNOM 共Ref. 9兲 to assess the genuine near-field nature of the
probed signal, suggesting the presence of valuable information, although encoded, about the local field distribution
around the metallic wires. Increasing the harmonic order,
however, we immediately note strong qualitative similarities
between the third harmonic 关Fig. 2共e兲兴 and the first harmonic
maps. The same is observed for the fourth 关Fig. 2共f兲兴 and the
second harmonic images. Similarities between the optical
images at different values of n are not consistent with the
increased high-pass filtering effect expected for true nearfield images, due to the tip sharpening introduced by the
demodulation at the higher harmonics.25–27 In the
transmission-mode configuration, it was predicted that similarities among the maps acquired at different harmonics are a
clear fingerprint of far-field artifacts.16 In the following we
will develop the dipole image-dipole model and see that
similar conclusions also hold for the reflection configuration.
As we have noted earlier, problems with artifacts arise
whenever the near-field scattering is not properly extracted
from the far-field background. Moreover, since the scattering
amplitude scales down with the sixth power of the sample’s
dimensions, such a task is more difficult as the structures we
want to investigate become smaller. Therefore, an insufficient homodyne or heterodyne amplification of the near-field
scattering, as well as a not perfect focusing of the laser light
on the tip apex, will lead to the presence of a huge far-field
background mostly induced by the light scattered from the
tip shaft, or from the TF 共or cantilever兲 to which the tip is
attached. In order to theoretically model such a situation, we
assume the probe is made by a strongly scattering base 共depicted by the ellipsoid in Fig. 3兲, ending with a cone having
height htip. Light scattering from the cone and from the tip
apex 共the true near-field source兲 will be assumed negligible

with respect to the scattering from the base. From the physical point of view, the tip will thus consist of a polarizable
scattering source located at a distance z共t兲 = htip − a共t兲 + ⌬z共t兲
from the average sample’s plane 共dashed line in Fig. 3兲, oscillating with an amplitude a共t兲 = a0 cos t, where ⌬z共t兲 accounts for the sample’s topography. Important, since htip is in
the micron scale, the scattering source will always be far
from the surface. Therefore any near-field enhancement due
to the dipole image-dipole interaction at close distances22 is
indeed negligible. Scattering from other sources located on
the sample surface23,28 will also be neglected here. Upon
external illumination, the field scattered from the tip EF
⬀ E0 exp共ikrF兲 will interfere at the detector with the field
Es ⬀ E0 exp共ikrs兲 due to its mirror image from the sample
surface, located at distance −z共t兲. Here E0 is the incident
field,  is the laser wavelength, k = 2 / , r the distance
from the detector, and  the collection direction. With this
notation
rF
and
rs
will
be
given
by
2
2
2
2
冑
冑
rF = r + z − 2rz cos  and rs = r + z + 2rz cos . For metallic samples, in the visible range, we expect the intensity of Es
to be comparable to the one of EF. Aluminium, for example,
features a reflectivity at normal incidence of ⬃0.91 at
633 nm.29 The signal measured by the detector will be I共t兲
= 兩EF + Es兩2 and have the typical form for an interference process,
I共t兲 = C + B cos关⌬共t兲兴,

共1兲

where C and B are constants, and ⌬ = k兩rs − r f 兩 is the phase
difference between two fields. In particular, assuming z Ⰶ r,
⌬共t兲 ⬇ 2kz共t兲cos  = 2k cos  关htip + ⌬z共t兲 − a0 cos t兴.
共2兲
Inserting Eq. 共2兲 in Eq. 共1兲, and defining the constant phase
factor 0 = 4 cos 共htip / 兲, we finally get the typical expression for the background signal in tip-modulated a-SNOM,30

冋

I共t兲 = C + B cos 0 +
−

4 cos 
⌬z共t兲


册

4 cos 
a0 cos t .


共3兲

Analogous to what was derived for the transmission
configuration16 the measured signal has the form cos共␣
+ ␤ cos t兲. Therefore it can be decomposed into a sum of
harmonics I = 兺nIn共a0 , ⌬z兲cos共nt兲 whose amplitudes are
proportional to the nth-order Bessel functions of first kind
Jn.31 Separating the dc 共n = 0兲 from the odd and the even
harmonics we finally get
Io = C + BJ0共2ka0 cos 兲cos共0 + 2k cos ⌬z兲,
I2n = 2B共− 1兲nJ2n共2ka0 cos 兲cos共0 + 2k cos ⌬z兲,
I2n+1 = 2B共− 1兲nJ2n+1共2ka0 cos 兲sin共0 + 2k cos ⌬z兲.
共4兲
The background at every harmonic, therefore, is modulated
by the sample’s topography ⌬z with a sinusoidal law, the odd
harmonics being shifted with respect to the even ones by 90°.
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 dc 共a兲, first 共b兲, and second harmonic 共c兲 demodulated
signals simulated for a topography structure equal to the one measured in
Fig. 2共a兲.

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Approach curves simulated using the dipole-dipole
model. We assume htip = 3.4 m and a collection direction  =  / 4. 共a兲 dc
optical signal 关共b兲–共f兲兴 optical signals demodulated at the harmonic n
= 1 , . . . , 5, respectively.

Moreover it will depend on the tip vibration amplitude a0,
the wavelength 共through k兲, and the collection angle . We
recognize that the functional dependence of the odd harmonics on ⌬z is exactly the same, whatever the value of n. The
same holds for the even harmonics. We can therefore assume
the qualitative identity between the odd or the even harmonics as a criterion to assess the far-field nature of the detected
signals, also for the reflection-mode configuration.
Equations 共4兲 can be used to simulate the optical images
expected for a grating topography ⌬z共x , y兲 like the one measured in Fig. 2共a兲, by mapping the values of In关⌬z共x , y兲兴 at
each point of the sample. The unknown phase factor 0 is
assumed as a free parameter. We note that the actual functions to be used in the calculations must take into account the
rectification effect introduced by the lock-in amplifier on the
harmonics, due to the fact that in real experiments the signal
coming from the amplitude channel is monitored. Therefore
the actual transfer functions will be
Io共x,y兲 = C + BJ0共2ka0 cos 兲cos关0 + 2k cos ⌬z共x,y兲兴,
I2n共x,y兲 = 2B兩J2n共2ka0 cos 兲兩兩cos关0
+ 2k cos ⌬z共x,y兲兴兩,
I2n+1 = 2B兩J2n+1共2ka0 cos 兲兩兩sin关0 + 2k cos ⌬z共x,y兲兴兩.
共5兲
Equations 共5兲 can be used to calculate approach curves
In共⌬z兲 which, as we will see, allow us to visualize the characteristics of the far-field background discussed above. In
Fig. 4 we report the approach curves expected for the dc
signal 关Fig. 4共a兲兴 and the first five harmonics 关Figs.

4共b兲–4共f兲兴. The phase 0 assumed for these calculations corresponds to a tip length htip = 3.4 m, and a collection angle
 =  / 4. The position ⌬z = 0 corresponds to the tip-sample
contact point, in which the feedback is engaged. While the dc
signal shows a sinusoidal behavior with period  / 共2 cos 兲
⬃448 nm, the periodicity of the harmonics signals is halved.
The rectification effect introduced by the lock-in produces
the humps visible in Figs. 4共b兲–4共f兲. We see that the functions In共⌬z兲 are strongly nonlinear even on scales as small as
⌬z ⬃ 50 nm. The shape of the odd 共and of the even兲 harmonics is the same, apart from the absolute intensity which decreases with increasing n 共the well known background suppression effect兲. We finally note that for this specific choice
of 0, the derivative of the signals at the contact point is
positive for the dc and the odd harmonics 关Figs. 4共a兲, 4共b兲,
4共d兲, and 4共f兲兴 while it is negative for the even ones 关Figs.
4共c兲 and 4共e兲兴. Therefore an increased topography will induce an increase of the optical dc and of the even harmonics
signals, while for the odd harmonics the signal is expected to
decrease, inducing a contrast inversion in the maps. The
slope of the approach curves at the contact point is closely
related to 0, and therefore it is expected to change for different tip lengths or collection angles, as indicated by the
arrows in Fig. 4. In general, contrast inversion could be observed also in dc or the first harmonic maps.
In Figs. 5共a兲–5共c兲 we report the optical images
In关⌬z共x , y兲兴 for n = 0, 1, and 2, respectively, expected from
the grating structure of Fig. 2共a兲. We immediately note the
strong qualitative agreement between the experimental images in Figs. 2共b兲–2共d兲 and the calculated ones, confirming
the far-field nature of the observed signals. Since the optical
maps are expected to strongly depend on the phase factor 0,
it is interesting to see the different optical patterns that a
simple grating can provide. In Fig. 6 we report four images
of the first harmonic signal, calculated increasing 0 of a few
percent at each step. We observe a gradual transition between
an image 共a兲 similar to Fig. 5共b兲, to a picture 共b兲 resembling
the negative of the topography, to one 共c兲 similar to the to-
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Plot of the far-field signal intensity as a function of
the tip oscillation amplitude, calculated for the first five harmonics. The dips
on the right hand side correspond to the first zeros of the Bessel functions.

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Different fictitious optical images 共n = 1兲 expected for
a topography structure such as the one in Fig. 2共a兲, calculated for different
values of 0.

pography or, finally, to a map resembling the second harmonic one in Fig. 5共c兲. The completely different patterns
arising from a simple grating structure as the one studied
demonstrate the impossibility to carry out any genuine nearfield imaging assessment through simple arguments based on
qualitative differences between the optical and the topography maps. Equations 共5兲 allow us to carry out rapid simulations of all the artifact-induced maps that are expected for a
given topography structure, and compare them with the experiment in order to assess the true origin of the signals.
So far we have studied the dependence of the harmonic
signals on z. We now focus our attention on the dependence
of the signal strength on the oscillation amplitude a0 and on
possible far-field artifacts induced by a not perfect stabilization of a0 during the scan. From Eqs. 共5兲 we see that the
amplitude of the far-field signals scales as Jn共2ka0 cos 兲. In
the small oscillation approximation, that is, for 2ka0 cos 
Ⰶ 1, the first order Taylor expansion of the Bessel functions
gives
In共a0兲 ⬇

冉冊

共2 cos 兲n a0
n!


n

.

共6兲

The far-field signals are, therefore, characterized by a power
dependence on the ratio a0 / . This is highlighted in Fig. 7
where we plot the amplitudes of In vs a0 for the first five
harmonics n = 0 , . . . , 5. Here we assume  =  / 4 and 
= 633 nm. We immediately observe the decrease of the farfield signals with decreasing a0, as well as the enhanced
rejection power of the higher harmonics for a fixed value a0.
We moreover outline that increasing  helps in suppressing
the background due to the term cosn . As an example, for an
oscillation amplitude of 35 nm 共yellow rectangle in Fig. 7兲
we expect the far-field background at the fifth harmonic to be
smaller by a factor of 5 ⫻ 10−4 with respect to the first harmonic one. Equation 共6兲 shows, as well, that any change ⌬a0
around a fixed value a0 is expected to produce a change of
the optical signal

⌬a0
⌬In
⬇n
.
a0
In

共7兲

That is, a relative tip-oscillation amplitude variation of 1%
will influence the first harmonic signal by 1%, the second
harmonic signal by 2%, and so on. Artifacts related to variations of the tip-oscillation amplitude have been recently put
forward by Billot et al.32 on an a-SNOM apparatus using a
tapping-mode AFM scheme for the tip-sample distance stabilization. Such artifacts, named “error signal artifacts” 共ES
artifacts兲, occur when the feedback does not react promptly
to the presence of a topographic relief, in particular, when
scanning too fast. The oscillation amplitude, in fact, changes
when the tip encounters a relief, increasing on one edge and
decreasing on the other, for a short delay of time before
recovering the set point. As a consequence the optical signal
will follow the actual value of a0, resembling the error map.
Billot et al. have interpreted this effect by means of twodimensional 共2D兲 finite elements numerical methods, which
usually mix up the near-field with the far-field information in
the detected signal. Based on the observation made by the
authors that “this kind of artifacts is prevalent when the laser
is not well focused below the tip,” we suggest that the nature
of ES artifacts could be related to the far-field component of
the optical signals not properly rejected. To support our hypothesis we apply Eqs. 共5兲 to simulate the optical map expected in correspondence to structures similar to the ones
investigated by Billot et al. In particular, we have simulated
the optical map demodulated at n = 1, expected from a set of
nanopillars 35 nm height 关see Fig. 8共a兲 and the line profile in
Fig. 8共d兲兴. To simulate the slow time response of the feedback loop we have assumed an increase of 1% of the tip
oscillation amplitude on one edge of the pillar, and an
equivalent decrease on the other edge. Figures 8共b兲 and 8共e兲
display the corresponding tip oscillation map, analogous to
the error map measured experimentally, and a line profile
along a single pillar. The resulting optical map shown in Fig.
8共c兲 shows a double effect: a contrast inversion, due to the
negative slope at contact of the approach curve considered
for the simulation 共a typical z-motion artifact兲, plus the presence of overshoots and undershoots at the particles edges due
to the tip oscillation amplitudes instabilities 共the ES artifact兲.
In particular Fig. 8共c兲 closely reproduces the experimental
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FIG. 8. 共Color online兲 Topography 共a兲, error map 共b兲, and first harmonic optical map 共c兲 simulated for 35 nm height nanoparticles 共d兲, assuming a tip
oscillation amplitude variation of 1% at their edges 共e兲. The resulting optical signal shows contrast inversion, a typical fingerprint of z-motion artifacts,
combined to the presence of overshoots and undershoots 共f兲 induced by the ES artifact.

findings reported in Fig. 2 of Ref. 32 for gold nanoparticles.
Finally, our model allows us to predict that ES artifacts are to
be expected at every harmonic n, and that the relative optical
signal variation is expected to be proportional to n.
As already pointed out for the transmission
configuration,16 Eqs. 共5兲 suggest the possibility to exploit the
zeros of the Bessel functions, also for the reflection configuration, to null the far-field signal at a defined harmonic. If we
oscillate the tip at an amplitude ãn such that the quantity xn
= 2kãn cos  coincides with a zero of Jn共x兲, in fact, the corresponding optical signal is expected to vanish. This, in particular, is evidenced in Fig. 7, where the dips on the right
hand side of the figure represent the signal depletion due to
this phenomenon. The presence of the term cos , however,
tends to increase the values ãn as  increases. For  =  / 4,
oscillation amplitudes larger than 250 nm 共i.e., 500 nmpp兲 are
expected to null the signals demodulated at n 艌 1. Smaller
values of ãn, more easily accessible from the experimental
point of view, are expected for the backscattering configuration at  = 0. For this configuration, equivalent to the transmission mode one, values of ãn smaller than 200 nm are
expected to null the background at n = 0, 1, and 2.
Up to now we have focused our attention on the amplitude signal. It is possible, however, to draw interesting considerations also on the phase signal induced by far-field artifacts. From the expansion of Eq. 共3兲, we know that, in the
small oscillation amplitude approximation, the analytical expression for the nth odd harmonic signal will be of the form

冋

Sn = 2B

冉 冊册

共2 cos 兲n a0
n!


n

关共− 1兲n sin共0

+ 2k cos ⌬z兲兴cos共nt兲,

共8兲

where the sine has to be replaced by a cosine if the even
harmonics are considered. The phase signal measured in a
real experiment by the lock-in corresponds the phase shift ⌽n
between Sn and the reference cos共nt兲. The factor in large
brackets of Eq. 共8兲 is a real positive quantity, therefore all the
information on ⌽n is encoded in the term in small brackets
⌫ = 共−1兲n sin共0 + 2k cos ⌬z兲. ⌫, in particular, is always a
real quantity which, depending on n and ⌬z, can be either
positive and negative. Therefore, ⌽n is expected to depend
on ⌬z in a steplike fashion assuming only two values: zero or
, depending on weather ⌫ is positive or negative. This fact
is evidenced in the approach curve ⌽1共⌬z兲 displayed in Fig.
9共a兲 共green line兲, calculated from Eq. 共8兲. Here the phase
signal demodulated at the first harmonic is plotted together
with the amplitude 关Fig. 9共a兲 共red line兲兴, showing phase
jumps of 180° in correspondence to the zero-crossing points
of the amplitude signal. This behavior has been experimentally observed in approach curves performed at
 = 10.6 m.23 Phase values different from zero and  are
expected in a real experiment for those values of ⌬z for
which In = 0, where the phase is not defined and the corresponding signal gets extremely noisy.
It is now clear that far-field artifacts can be identified
more easily by looking at the phase signal map rather than at
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the set of the possible fictitious optical maps that can derive
from a given topography, allowing the SNOM user to easily
compare simulations with the experimental results, and conclude on the possible occurrence of artifacts. The model provides quantitative estimation of the background suppression
power of higher harmonics demodulation as a function of the
experimental parameters, suggesting at the same time the
possibility to null the background by fine tuning the tip oscillation amplitude around some well defined discrete values.
Finally, artifacts identification criteria are proposed. We
show that artifacts produce amplitude maps that are identical
at the different harmonics, a conclusion confirmed by the
experiment. In addition we show that the phase signal, different from the amplitude, is not affected by topography artifacts, except for 180° phase jumps easily identifiable.
Therefore the phase signal represents an ideal candidate for
unambiguous assessment of genuine near-field scattering in
the optical images.
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